Abstract-Implementation of a best-first detection algorithm for multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems requires large amounts of memory especially in large systems with high-order modulation. In this letter, we propose modified best-first detection algorithms in which the order of nodes is determined by both the original cost and the estimated future cost associated with each node, as inspired by an improved shortest path algorithm (A * algorithm). The modified algorithms maintain the detection optimality, reduce the memory requirement and sorting complexity, and achieve improved detection performance in memoryconstrained scenarios.
AI. INTRODUCTION
T HE multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) detection problem can be viewed as a tree-search problem [1] . Best-first search (BFS) detection schemes [2] - [6] based on the Dijkstra's (or stack) algorithm maintains a list (stack) of nodes sorted in some defined cost and explores the nodes in such order. While BFS detection can minimize the number of searched nodes needed to establish the maximum likelihood (ML) solution [4] , it has a prohibitively large memory requirement. Imposing a memory constraint [6] facilitates hardware implementation and reduces the search complexity at the cost of some performance degradation. Modifying the sorting criterion such as the use of a biased cost [3] can improve the error and complexity performance of a BFS scheme in memoryconstrained scenarios, yet at the loss of detection optimality. The choice of the bias is also heuristic, requiring empirical efforts to determine proper values. The optimal detection performance in memory-constrained scenarios is guaranteed in the proposed scheme in [7] that combines the memory-efficient sphere decoder and the computationally-efficient Dijkstra's algorithm. However, it generally searches more nodes than the original BFS scheme.
In this letter, we propose an optimal BFS detection scheme inspired by the A * algorithm [8] which speeds up the original Dijkstra's algorithm without losing algorithm optimality (shortest path is guaranteed). By adding a new term to the original cost of nodes, the proposed modified BFS scheme demonstrates memory efficiency and improved error performance over conventional BFS detectors in memory-constrained scenarios. Simulation and complexity studies also show the tradeoff between error and memory performances and the computations required for obtaining the added term.
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II. TRANSMISSION SYSTEM AND BEST-FIRST DETECTION
We consider an uncoded MIMO transmission system with N T (N R ) transmit (receive) antennas (denoted by an N T × N R system). The baseband signal model is given by T ,
T , and
where (·) and (·) denote the real and imaginary parts of its argument, respectively. The real signal model is given by
where y ∈ R n , H ∈ R n×m ,x ∈ Q m , and v ∈ R n , with n = 2N R and m = 2N T . We hereafter assume m = n for presentation brevity.
Given the model in (2), the ML symbol detection is to solvẽ
where · denotes the l 2 -norm of a vector. By performing the QR decomposition on H (H = QR), we formulate (3) into an equivalent expressionx ML = arg min x∈Q m y − Rx 2 , where y = Q T y . The upper-triangular structure of R enables the expansion of y − Rx 2 in the form
where y i is the ith element of y, x i is the ith element of x, and r i,j is the (i, j)-entry of R. We denote the (m − k + 1)th term in (4) 
III. THE PROPOSED BEST-FIRST DETECTION ALGORITHMS
The A * algorithm [8] speeds up the search of the shortest path in a graph by considering both the travelled distance thus far and the estimated distance ahead (the heuristic). If the heuristic is admissible (not over-estimating the real distance), the shortest path is guaranteed. The more accurate is the estimate, the better performance of the algorithm can be achieved [9] . In a graph where the edge length represents the geographic distance, an admissible heuristic can be the straightline distance from a node to the destination.
The idea of including a heuristic may be applied to enhance a BFS detection scheme which finds the shortest path from the source (the root node) to the destination (the grouping of all leaf nodes). Since there is no notion of straight-line distances in the detection tree, the heuristic can only be obtained by calculation. The novelty of this work is that two methods of finding admissible heuristics are developed without involving an exhaustive search of the unexplored part of the tree (requiring exponential complexity) and without simply precomputing the BFS iterations (trivial modification). The inclusion of the heuristic is termed "look-ahead (LA)."
A. Look-Ahead One Layer
Consider at some point of the BFS algorithm a node in layer m − k + 1 that represents a specificx
T is visited. The existing (known) cost from the source to this node is given by the path metric of this node d(x bound is given by the minimum of the |Q| immediate branch metrics under this node, i.e.,
where y
i=kx k ·r k , with r k being the kth column of R. Note that if finding the minimum in (5) requires an exhaustive search of x k−1 ∈ Q then this look-ahead presents little advantage, as it reduces to performing node expansion in BFS one layer ahead and requires the same amount of computation. Fortunately, the minimizing x k−1 in (5) is directly given by the one-dimensional zero-forcing (ZF) solution after slicing, i.e., y
in (5) needs to be computed just once rather than |Q| times. The first heuristic is given by
The new algorithm, referred to as the BFS-LA1(L) algorithm, modifies the conventional BFS(L) algorithm by adopting the cost c = d + h 1 in Step 3 and terminating the algorithm when the best node selected is in layer m − 1 in Step 1.
B. Look-Ahead Multiple Layers
The second and tighter lower bound on the future cost that can be obtained without an exhaustive constellation search and that can construct a meaningful modification is derived by relaxing the constraint on the minimization variable from x
= min
≥ min
where
is the unconstrained ZF solution for the reduced-dimension detection problem in (8) , and α T R (k) and the corresponding unit-length eigenvector, respectively. Thus, the second heuristic is given by
As will be verified in Sec. IV, h 2 requires more computations than h 1 but yields better performance and memory efficiency. When the considered nodex 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Complexity Evaluation
Here, we evaluate the overall computational complexity of the proposed algorithms in comparison with conventional methods. Since all processing is conducted on real values based on (2), all the calculations below refer to real operations.
The complexity of a tree-search detection scheme is evaluated in terms of the number of nodes visited and expanded (defined respectively by nodes that ever occupy a position and become the best node in the node list). We let I 
Similar calculations can be carried out for the BFS-LA2 algorithm. Here, the complexity of look-ahead (multiple layers) includes the computation of λ min ,x k−1 1,ZF , and some matrix/vector manipulations (note that y (k) is already available
and λ min can be precomputed, one time per layer, but α 2 , y (k) 2 , and
need to be computed for each node visited. We compute matrix/vector computations by direct multiplications and accumulations, matrix inverse by the efficient LDL H decomposition method [10] , and λ min by the power method [11] applied on R (k) T R (k) −1 to obtain its dominant (largest) eigenvalue. Summing numbers up, the total computation counts for the BFS-LA2 algorithm are 
B. Simulation Results
Here, we present the simulation results: symbol error rate (SER) performance in Fig. 1 , memory usage in Fig. 2 , and complexity in terms of floating-point operations (flops) in Table I (one real multiplication/addition each counts a flop). Standard minimum-mean-square-error (MMSE) linear detector is adopted in Fig. 1 for comparison. The memory usage counts the number of memory units required for running an algorithm, where each unit is used to store the (partial) symbol vector represented by a node and the cost associated with a node. Let I and J be the total number of visited and expanded nodes, respectively, where I = J|Q|. Then, the memory usage for a BFS-based detection scheme is given by J(|Q| − 1) + 1 or I(1 − 1/|Q|) + 1 units for the case of unlimited memory, and min J(|Q| − 1) + 1, (|Q| − 1) + L units for the case of limited memory with list-size constraint L. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the plots is defined as Fig. 1 shows that, in the unlimited-memory setting, BFS, BFS-LA1, and BFS-LA2 all achieve optimal performance. BFS(∞, ) has various degrees of performance degradation but generally achieves memory savings (Fig. 2 ) and reduced complexity (Table I ). The performance penalty for BFS(∞, ) is moderate in Fig. 1(a) and very high in Fig. 1(b) with the same bias = 0.01. This shows that the selection of bias is scenario-dependent and requires a manual effort. In the memory-constrained setting, the proposed BFS-LA1 and BFS-LA2 schemes demonstrate significant SER performance advantage over conventional schemes. The improved memory efficiency of the proposed schemes when there is no memory constraint (Fig. 2) results in a smaller SER performance degradation when a memory constraint is imposed. In Fig. 1(a) , BFS-LA1(4) achieves a 3-4 dB gain over BFS (4) Table I . 3 × 10 −3 , at moderate additional cost (e.g., 560 vs. 364 flops at SNR = 34 dB). BFS-LA2(4) achieves another 1-2 dB gain at high additional cost (e.g., 5,132 flops at SNR = 34 dB). Similar observations can be made in Fig. 1(b) . Clearly, there is a tradeoff between the computations required in obtaining the heuristic and the SER and memory performances yielded as a result of using the heuristic. Fig. 2 illustrates the memory-reduction capability of the proposed schemes. Comparing different schemes without a listsize constraint (i.e., L = ∞) shows the nature of the algorithms in terms of memory performance. As SNR increases, the memory usage converges to m(|Q|−1)+1 for BFS with/without the bias, and (m − 1)(|Q| − 1) + 1 for BFS-LA1/BFS-LA2. This suggests that the proposed schemes are asymptotically more memory-efficient than conventional schemes at high SNR. In other SNR regions, various degrees of memory saving are achieved for the proposed schemes since fewer iterations are needed due to look-ahead. The reduced memory usage also leads to reduced sorting complexity, since generating a sorted list (or finding the minimum-cost node in the case of L = ∞) is required at each iteration of the algorithm. Table I. V. CONCLUSION Modified BFS-based MIMO detection algorithms incorporating an efficient look-ahead mechanism have been presented. Simulation results demonstrated that the proposed algorithms maintain exact ML detection capability while achieving memory savings and enhanced performance in memory-constrained scenarios. Complexity analysis was conducted to confirm the computational feasibility of the proposed algorithms.
